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Research, business development
relationships key to university,
regional economic success

In his years as a researcher and ad-
ministrator working to facilitate rela-
tionships within and between research
institutions, Simon Atkinson has no-
ticed an interesting trend about what
attracts larger corporations to the cul-
ture of a university campus.
“Big companies want to have a sort

of startup feel for some of their opera-
tions to get that cutting-edge thinking
as part of the mix,” Atkinson said in
September, just two months after he
started as vice chancellor for research
at the University of Kansas.
This excites him about his recent

move to Lawrence, given the univer-
sity’s geographic proximity to larger
companies in the area.
KU presents a natural attraction

for companies looking to hire recent
graduates, and Atkinson sees that as
an economic development opportu-
nity for the university, Lawrence and
Douglas County.
“KU research generates discoveries

that can feed into startups, and we can
provide the kind of research and de-
velopment support that a lot of indus-
trial partners just don’t have in-house
any more,” Atkinson said. “I think we
have to be at the center of that, and we
have to think about new ways of do-
ing business that are more friendly to
those kinds of interactions.”
Atkinson said KU has had suc-

cess. The Bioscience & Technology

Business Center on West Campus
has 53 corporate tenants, including
Garmin and ADM, and virtually all of
them derive value in their connection
to the university in areas such as being
a KU spin-out, collaborating with KU
researchers, utilizing KU facilities and
equipment and leveraging KU’s talent
pool.
Since 2010, 29 companies have es-

tablished locations in Kansas to col-
laborate with KU. And KU generated
$249.8 million in externally funded
research spending on all campuses
during its 2018 fiscal year.
Steve Kelly, vice president of eco-

nomic development for The Chamber
of Lawrence, said this activity can be
a key differentiator when competing
against others for economic develop-
ment.
“Simon understands the impor-

tance of economic development to the
university and what that can mean,”
Kelly said. “It certainly impacts the
community, but if done well and in

collaboration, it can be of significant
benefit to the university as well.”
G.R. Underwood, president of the

BTBC, said the demand for jobs and
workers in a knowledge-based econo-
my makes it critical for communities
to leverage their relationships with
major research universities.
“We think all of that is a major ben-

efit to the local economy and the com-
munity,” he said.
Atkinson, who came to Lawrence

after serving as vice chancellor for re-
search at Indiana University-Purdue
University Indianapolis, envisions the
Office of Research building on KU’s
previous success by helping more KU
faculty begin thinking about whether
they can commercialize aspects of
their work.
“Something you could measure is if

we are having more startup companies
coming out of the university,” he said,
“and that they are successful startup
companies.”

KU research generates
discoveries that can feed
into startups, and we can
provide the kind of re-

search anddevelopment support that
a lot of industrial partners just don’t
have in-house any more. I think we
have to be at the center of that.
— Simon Atkinson, Vice Chancellor for
Research, University of Kansas

By George Diepenbrock

From theHill to theMine: KU graduates find
success in cryptocurrencymining pool startup

Brothers Eric and Isaac
Cook had an idea while on
the Hill at the University of
Kansas. Eric, a recent gradu-
ate, and Isaac, a junior taking
a year off, decided to start a
cryptocurrency mining pool.
In 2017, a rising market led
to a substantial widening of
the exchange field, with doz-
ens of new small exchanges
making impressive amounts
of money. That August,
Isaac began writing software
for qTrade, which launched
in 2018.
“Our first few months of

operation slowly plodded
along, accepting small pay-
ments for listing uninterest-
ing currencies that couldn’t
get listed anywhere else,”
Isaac said. “Eventually, we hit
upon our first winner, VEO,
a completely custom, slightly
oddball currency with plenty
of legitimate demand and no
exchange to trade it on.”
From then on, qTrade

doubled down on doing the
hard work of listing unusual
currencies that couldn’t find
a home anywhere and the
success followed. qTrade
found their home at the Bio-
science & Technology Busi-
ness Center on KU’s West
Campus, upgrading from
running a startup out of their
home, with three computers
and four monitors on one
desk in a bedroom.
“It’s been great to add

qTrade to the BTBC system
for several reasons: they’re
the first blockchain technol-
ogy company we’ve added,
the founders are recent KU
graduates, which punctuates
the opportunities coming
out of KU, and it’s one more

fast-paced and high potential
tech startup that adds to the
unique mix of high-tech and
life sciences companies in the
BTBC system,” said G.R.
Underwood, president of the
BTBC. “We look forward to
watching qTrade grow, scale
and become one of the major
cryptocurrency exchanges.”
Both brothers are now full-

time at qTrade, what Isaac
considers to be the startup’s
first big milestone. The com-
pany has listed almost three
dozen currencies, and about
four of those make up over
90 percent of qTrade’s rev-
enue.
As qTrade continues to

grow, Eric and Isaac are
working on improving the

experience of trading on their
platform, while creating a
reputation that qTrade is the
place to find new, interesting,
and small market cap curren-
cies. They are currently pilot-
ing an Early Access program,
which is a minimal currency
listing that allows qTrade to
list more unusual, unconven-
tional currencies at very low
cost for trial purposes.
“Having a high quality

platform for trading is some-
thing that gives lasting value
and makes us a more attrac-
tive option to many curren-
cies interested in listing with
us,” Isaac said.

By Lindsey Slater
Communications Director

Currency Confusion? Here are some terms to know:
Cryptocurrency: a type of digital money. It relies on cryptography to secure
financial transactions.
Blockchain: enables people and businesses to make transactions which do not rely
on a central point of control.
Mining pool: a pooling of resources by cryptocurrency miners who combine their
computational resources over a network.
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